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If Macromedia Studio MX 2004 can do it, you can do it too…

Macromedia Studio MX 2004 offers a revolutionary set of integrated tools for Web developers. This book gives you control of its power. You’ll benefit from the expertise of volunteers, beta testers, and advisory board members who share the inside track on Dreamweaver MX 2004, Fireworks MX 2004, Flash MX 2004, FreeHand MX, and ColdFusion MX 6.1 versions. Whether you’re building your first Web site or seeking advanced guidance on the newest tools, you’ll find the information, instructions, and tutorials that let you create cutting-edge sites.

Inside, you’ll find complete coverage of Macromedia Studio MX 2004

	Learn to use the Studio MX 2004 tools together to create dynamic sites
	Add ColdFusion MX 6.1 capabilities from within Dreamweaver MX 2004—without writing a single line of code
	Develop superb animations with the new Flash MX 2004 capabilities
	Design Web pages with Dreamweaver MX 2004 using tables or CSS style sheets, pop-menus, and third-party extensions
	Learn to optimize images in Fireworks for smaller file sizes, then slice and export them as a fully functioning Web page
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Learn RStudio IDE: Quick, Effective, and Productive Data ScienceApress, 2019

	
		Discover how to use the popular RStudio IDE as a professional tool that includes code refactoring support, debugging, and Git version control integration. This book gives you a tour of RStudio and shows you how it helps you do exploratory data analysis; build data visualizations with ggplot; and create custom R packages and...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is an exceptional programming language and
	environment. The language has grown out of a need to have a programming language that
	would allow more business-focused individuals to write programs, but equally support the
	programming features that developers look for in a product. The...
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Fitzpatrick's Color Atlas & Synopsis of Clinical DermatologyMcGraw-Hill, 2005


	The Color Atlas and Synopsis of Clinical Dermatology is proposed as a "field guide" to the recognition of skin disorders and their management. The skin is a treasury of important lesions that can usually be recognized clinically. Gross morphology in the form of skin lesions remains the hard core of...
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ODP.NET Developer's Guide: Oracle Database 10g Development with Visual Studio 2005 and the Oracle Data Provider for .NET: A practical guide for ... Oracle Developer Tools for Visual Studio 2005Packt Publishing, 2007

	This is a practical guide for developers working with the Oracle Data Provider for .NET (ODP.NET) using VB.NET. From introducing ODP.NET and programming with ODP.NET to application development using ODP.NET and on to discussing Oracle Developer Tools for Visual Studio 2005, this book covers the important aspects of ODP.NET. The book is written...
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Pivot: How Top Entrepreneurs Adapt and Change Course to Find Ultimate SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A proven approach to achieving entrepreneurial success in new corporate ventures and startups


	Every day, business and corporate startups take action based on assumptions. Yet these assumptions are based largely on guesswork that leads to everything from costly mistakes to the failure of ventures. Fortunately, there are ways...
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Efficient Secure Two-Party Protocols: Techniques and Constructions (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	The authors present a comprehensive study of efficient protocols and techniques for secure two-party computation – both general constructions that can be used to securely compute any functionality, and protocols for specific problems of interest. The book focuses on techniques for constructing efficient protocols and proving them...
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